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A B S T R A C T

Increasing global competition has led to massive outsourcing of manufacturing businesses. Such

outsourcing practices require effective collaborations between focal manufacturers and their suppliers

by sharing a large amount of information. In the meantime, since some of the suppliers are also potential

competitors, protection of confidential information, particularly intellectual properties, during the

collaboration is becoming an important issue. Therefore, secure collaboration is of critical significance in

the global design and supply chain management. This paper aims to collect and analyze systematically

the existing scattered research of secure collaboration in global design and supply chain environment,

and to give a comprehensive literature review to summarize the problems and the corresponding

solutions. By applying the Environment-based Design (EBD) methodology, the existing methods and

technologies are classified into four levels: infrastructure, information, agreement, and confidence. Four

corresponding research problems are then formulated: information access control, information

partitioning, legal information sharing, and partner trust management. As such, research papers

scattered in different areas are integrated into this multi-disciplinary field. Future trends and challenges

are also discussed in this paper.
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1. Introduction

It is well-recognized that product innovation and development
ability is a key to enterprises’ successes. In today’s highly
competitive globalized market, in order to make a rapid response
to customer needs and technology changes, collaborative and
distributed product development has become a trend in
manufacturing and service industry. Such collaboration and
outsourcing activities require massive data sharing between
upstream and downstream partners in a complex design and
supply chain environment. However, in the meantime, focal
manufacturers must maintain their competitive advantages by
protecting their confidential information, such as intellectual
property. As a result, secure collaboration is a critical issue in global
design and supply chain environment. In this context, research has
been conducted to balance ‘‘collaboration’’ and ‘‘security’’ in order
to achieve the best competitiveness for organizations in the global
economy. This paper aims to collect the existing literature and then
provide a systematic overview and analysis of this topic.

Secure collaboration is an emerging research topic, which
concerns various disciplines, such as collaboration, product
innovation, design and supply chain management, information
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security and privacy. The corresponding literature review is thus a
very challenging task. To the best of our knowledge, there still lacks
a comprehensive review of this broad area of secure collaboration
in the global design and supply chain environment. In order to
organize the scattered research results, guide a systematic
problem analysis and define coherent categories of solutions, this
review process can be considered as a task of developing solutions
for the secure collaboration problem.

Therefore, we will conduct this literature review using a design
methodology: Environment-based Design (EBD) [1–4]. EBD can
effectively and progressively identify major design problems and
generate related solutions through the analysis of complex design
environment [5]. It includes three main activities: environment
analysis, conflict identification, and solution generation. In the
context of the present literature review, environment analysis
refers to understanding and formalizing the complex collaborative
global design and supply chain environment. Conflict identifica-
tion aims to identify major problems in the collaborative
environment. Solution generation attempts to summarize the
related literature that provides solutions for the identified
conflicts. By following the EBD approach, our review will
systematically depict a grand picture of the broad area of secure
collaboration in the global design and supply chain environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces collaborative global design and supply chain environ-
ment (environment analysis). Section 3 determines the secure

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compind.2012.05.001
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01663615
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collaboration conflicts in the collaborative environment (conflict
identification). The corresponding solutions is provided in
Section 4 (solution generation). The conclusion and future research
problems are summarized in Section 5.

2. Collaborative global design and supply chain environment

2.1. Product development process

Based on the current literature [6–9], we abstract a process of
the global design and supply chain collaboration, which consists of
five main phases: formulation, design, prototyping, evaluation, and
production.

Formulation refers to formalizing the design specifications
according to customer requirements. Design aims to generate the
product concept and detail descriptions. Prototyping realizes such
design concept and descriptions. Evaluation attempts to verify
whether the design meets customer requirements. Production
starts once the design has passed the evaluation. Table 1 shows the
main elements corresponding to each phase, including partner,
Table 1
Collaborative global design and supply chain environment.

Phase Partner Methodology Tech

Formulation Customers, focal manufacturer Customer survey, SWOT etc. CTQ

Design Focal manufacturer, suppliers Axiomatic design, DFSS, EBD,

FBS, systematic design, TRIZ

etc.

CAD

SysM

Prototyping Focal manufacturer, suppliers Modeling, simulation, design

of experiments etc.

CAD

Evaluation Focal manufacturer, customers MCDM, V&V etc. CAD

PLM

Production Focal manufacturer, customers,

suppliers

TQM, 6-sigma etc. CIM

Note: DXF/DWG, IGES, STEP, STL are data exchange formats.
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Fig. 1. Workflow of collaborative global d
methodology, technology, standard and infrastructure. It can be
seen from Table 1 that the main human environment includes
customers (upstream partners), focal manufacturer and suppliers
(downstream partners). A simplified workflow is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, a focal manufacturer firstly formulates
design specifications according to customer requirements. Then
the manufacturer shares portion of specifications with suppliers
and receives their corresponding Interface Control Documents
(ICD). The focal manufacturer can thus generate design descrip-
tions to manufacture prototypes. If the product prototypes fail the
evaluation, then the manufacturer is required to review the
previous phases (from formulation to prototyping) until the
prototypes meet customer requirements. In this case, mass
production can be implemented with the parts provided by the
suppliers. The end product is finally delivered and transported to
the customers.

In order to clarify the complex environment of collaborative
global design and supply chain, Sun et al. [10] decomposed it into
three activities: Collaborative Product Development (CPD), Design
nology Standard/infrastructure
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Table 2
Phases related to the activities of global design and supply chain management.

Activity Phase

Collaborative product development Design, prototyping

Design chain management Formulation, design, prototyping,

evaluation

Supply chain management Formulation, design, prototyping,

evaluation, production
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Chain Management (DCM) and Supply Chain Management (SCM).
CPD aims to design and implement products to meet customer
requirements. DCM focuses on the entire product development
process to enhance product innovation. SCM mainly examines
manufacturing and logistic activities to reduce the production cost
and time. The phases related to each activity are summarized in
Table 2.

In order to better understand the three activities of collabora-
tive environment, many researchers have proposed models related
to different issues [6,11,12], such as product model, process model,
operation model, and collaboration model. In this paper, only the
collaboration model is discussed. In the following sub-sections, we
will develop our discussions on the collaboration models and
mechanisms related to CPD, DCM and SCM.

2.2. Collaborative product development

The collaborative models and mechanisms of CPD can be
classified into two categories [13,14]: horizontal and hierarchical
collaboration. The horizontal collaboration occurs in an organiza-
tion whose members are from the same discipline, and the
hierarchical collaboration is between upstream design and
downstream manufacturing [15]. The horizontal and hierarchical
collaborations are realized in three levels: communication,
information and knowledge sharing, and coordination of activities.

Among advanced information technologies, concurrent engi-
neering [16] and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
[17] have been largely applied to deal with communication issues
in CPD. These technologies employed computer network and
techniques to support communication among partners by sharing
different formats of content [18]. The format of content can be
divided into two types: asynchronous component and synchro-
nous component [19]. Asynchronous component includes mark-
up, annotation, forum, email, mail list and version control.
Synchronous components contain instant messaging, text chat,
voice chat, video conference and whiteboard.

The intra-/inter-organizational design information and knowl-
edge sharing is realized at the communication level. Several
research efforts are focused on information modeling and
knowledge sharing. Kim et al. [20] established an ontology-based
model to explicitly and persistently represent engineering rela-
tions imposed in assembly design and information sharing.
Rodriguez and Al-Ashaab [21] developed a knowledge driven
collaborative product development system architecture to address
design requirements from different research and industrial
partners. Lawson et al. [22] proposed a theoretical model of
formal and informal socialization mechanisms in inter-organiza-
tional knowledge sharing.

The coordination of activities consists of many structured and
unstructured tasks [18]. Effective coordination of activities is a key
to the success of the collaboration process. Many coordination
models have been built to classify the dependencies of activities
using organizational theory. For example, Thompson et al. [23]
proposed three coordination mechanisms (standardization, plan,
and mutual adjustment) to classify the dependencies of activities
as pooled, sequential and reciprocal. Crowston et al. [24] developed
a typology of coordination problems to address specific types of
interdependencies. Recently, Cataldo et al. [25] gave a fine-grain
view of congruence to measure the dynamic existence of
interdependencies among tasks and their relationship with actors.

2.3. Design chain management

Many researchers have proposed reference models to improve
the performance of collaboration in design chain. For example,
Chuang and Yang [26] established a collaboration complexity
trend model to determine collaboration strategy; Deck and Strom
[27] established a co-development emergency model to facilitate
collaborative work between partners; Choi et al. [28] proposed a
product design chain collaboration framework to resolve major
obstacles to collaboration during product design; Shiau and Wee
[29] developed a distributed change control workflow to maintain
the consistency among design activities in a collaborative network.

In order to provide a roadmap and theoretical foundation for
supporting collaborative design, Liu and Zeng [6] developed a
design chain collaboration hierarchy model, which decomposes
DCM activities into seven levels of collaboration, such as goal,
strategy, process, information, application, technology standard
and infrastructure. Through resolving the internal conflicts of the
hierarchy model, Sun et al. [10] developed a formal wheel model
which is derived step by step from a natural language description
of design chain management requirements.

2.4. Supply chain management

The major objective of supply chain collaboration is to create
synergies for competitive advantage among supply chain partners
through sharing information. Most of the existing research of
supply chain collaboration emphasizes on two issues [30]: supply
chain collaboration process modeling and information sharing.
Supply chain collaboration process modeling aims to provide a
mechanism whereby supply chain partners can jointly plan,
forecast and manage supply chain activities. Collaborative
Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment model [30–32] is a
representative solution of this issue, which is often used to induce
collaboration and coordination through information sharing
between supply chain partners. Moreover, several researchers
have modeled the supply chain collaboration process using other
theories and technologies. For example, Fawcett et al. [33]
developed a three-stage implementation model in order to manage
the dynamic and changing collaboration process based on
organizational theories. Zou and Yu [30] built a model driven
decision support system to simulate the collaboration process
using artificial intelligence techniques.

Information sharing is a major approach to realize supply chain
collaboration process. As for the CPD environment, many
researchers have proposed different models of information sharing
adapted to the diverse structures of supply chains. Zhang [34]
studied vertical information sharing in a divergent supply chain, in
which two downstream retailers competed on either quantity or
the price of output. On the other hand, Li [35], Anand and Goyal
[36] have discussed the effect of information leakage of a supply
chain with horizontal competition.

Recently, RFID technology has been widely used in supply chain
collaboration [37], the information among supply chains can be
captured automatically and the visibility of items in supply chains
are enhanced. RFID technology can facilitate information sharing
among supply chain partners and improves the information
sharing between supply chain partners. However, it provokes
new challenges in RFID-Enabled supply chain collaboration
network (ex. EPCglobal network) regarding new security and
privacy protection issues [38].
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3. Secure collaboration conflicts

Fig. 1 shows that it has a great amount of information sharing/
protection between focal manufacturer and suppliers in design and
production phases. One side would request information from the
other to realize the design and manufacturing tasks. The other side
needs to protect its confidential information and privacy for legal
and/or competition purposes. Fig. 2 illustrates the information
flow of manufactuer/supplier collaboration in design and produc-
tion phases. When the focal manufacturer receives the information
request from one supplier, manufacturer will position his
information base into two parts: information to share and to
protect. Focal manufacturer will then extract and provide the
information to share to the supplier. The similar scenario exists for
the supplier to deal with focal manufacturer’s information request.
Table 3 presents how the information is to be shared and/or protect
between the focal manufacturer and a supplier in design and
product phases.

Based on EBD methodology [10,39], Fig. 3 illustrates the
scenarios of conflicts related to the sharing and protection of focal
M Focal manufacturer 
1 -

2 - partition 3 - extract    

4 -

5 -

8 -

information 

to protect

Information base

information 

to share

Fig. 2. Information flow of manufactuer/supplier c

Table 3
Information to share/protect between focal manufacturer and supplier.

Role Phase Information to pro

Focal manufacturer

Design

� Customer compl

� Market interests

� Expertise

� Know-how

� Core design para

Production � Productivity 

� Price of final pro

Supplier

Design
� Innovation capab

� Know-how 

� Facility etc. 

Production

� Raw material co

� Manufacturing c

� Production capab

� Facility etc.
manufacturer’s information. In completing the design outsourced
by the focal manufacturer, suppliers would request complete
design and manufacturing information from a focal manufacturer;
however, for the reason of confidential information protection, the
manufacturer can only authorize suppliers the access to a portion
of information. In this case, a conflict appears between information
sharing and protection.

The same happens for suppliers when they send back their part
design to the focal manufacturer. The suppliers also need to protect
their confidential information. The mechanism, however, is the
same as that shown in Fig. 3.

Therefore, in the context of the present research field, the
principal problem of secure collaboration in global design and
supply chain is identified as how to share and protect information
simultaneously. Namely, the problem addresses the protection of
confidential information while sharing necessary information to
partners.

According to our literature review analysis based on EBD
methodology, the confidential information can be protected in four
levels: infrastructure, information, agreement and confidence.
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When some solutions are generated at each level, they produce
new environment elements and conflicts, which drives the
development of new solutions at the next level. Fig. 4 presents
this recursive EBD review results.

Accordingly, Table 4 summarizes the main problem, the
objective, and the solutions related to each level. The objective
of infrastructure level is to authenticate and authorize the
information access of partners. Advanced computer security and
privacy techniques have been widely applied to realize this task.
The information level aims to partition which part of information
can be shared to the authenticated partners, and which part of
information should be protected. Due to technical barriers, the
shared information may still unavoidably contain some confiden-
tial information. Therefore, the confidential information requires
to be further protected through legal means. A contract, such as
non-disclosure agreement, is usually signed between a focal
manufacturer and its partners. However, the kind of contract
depends greatly on the level of trust between the collaborative
partners. As a result, partner relationship management is critical at
Table 4
Problem analysis of secure collaboration.

Level Main problem Objective 

Infrastructure Information access control Authenticate and author

Information Information partitioning Define information shari

Agreement Legal information sharing Protect the shared inform

Confidence Partner trust management Trust/prevention simulta
the confidence level. The details of the solutions at these four levels
will be given in Section 4.

4. Secure collaboration solutions

According to the previous analysis, this section presents the
scientific methods and technical solutions of secure collaboration
by four categories: computer security and privacy technologies,
information partitioning, contract management, and partner
relationship management.

4.1. Computer security and privacy technologies

There is a great amount of literature on computer security and
privacy techniques related to secure collaboration at the infra-
structure level. Nabil et al. [40] conducted a comprehensive survey
addressing the problem of providing security to statistical
database queries against disclosure of confidential data.
More recently, Fung et al. [41] gave a comprehensive survey of
Solutions

ize information access Computer security and privacy technologies

ng/protection boundary Document classification and risk management

ation legally Contract management

neously Partner relationship management
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Privacy-Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP) techniques. The paper
systematically reviewed and evaluated different approaches to
PPDP, discussed practical challenges in PPDP and unique require-
ments that distinguish PPDP from other related issues.

Bertino et al. [42] defined security in knowledge management
as protecting valuable data, assets, information, and resources,
intellectual properties such that only authorized individuals will
be permitted to access. The discussion focuses on applying existing
access control policies for the purpose of secure knowledge
management. Moreover, several researchers [43–45] employ
Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMC) to protect confidential
information by allowing users to perform joint computation on
multiple datasets while not revealing information in these
datasets. Recently, Location-Based Service (LBS) has been widely
applied in social network and mobile network in a variety of
contexts, such as health, indoor object search, entertainment,
work, personal life etc. LBS is a general class of computer program-
level services used to include specific controls for location and time
data as control features [46].

According to existing literature above, in this section, we
particularly concentrate on these three computer security
techniques, that is, access control, secure multi-party computation
and location-based service, regarding confidential information and
privacy protection issues.

4.1.1. Access control

Access control ensures that only authorized users can access
specific information. In the existing research work, several access
control models have been proposed to meet the security
requirements of information sharing and collaboration in supply
chains. Leong et al. [47] proposed a mixed access control model for
a workspace-oriented distributive product data management
system. Based on [48,49], Wang et al. [50] combined RBAC
(Role-Based Access Control) and cryptographic methods to support
RBAC with consideration of time, scheduling and value adding
activity, policy delegation relation in distributed context and fine-
grained access control at dataset level. Chen et al. [51a] developed
a trust evaluation method for virtual project team. Moreover,
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) model is proposed and widely
applied to government, military and defense industries. This type
of access control model permits to access to ‘‘classified informa-
tion’’ by requiring a certain level of security clearance [51b].

Access control in a collaborative environment has traditionally
relied on models based on digital certificates and the Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI). Welch et al. [52] proposed a digital certificate-
based on authentication and authorization, which is more flexible
than traditional approaches of manually editing of policy
databases or issuance of credentials in the context of grids. In
this case, users may need to be authenticated across different
organizations.

Collaborative access control has been studied in the context of a
federated database [53]. Jonscher et al. [54] discussed access
control in the so-called tightly coupled federations and solutions
providing for different degrees of local autonomy, including
authorization autonomy. The authors also discussed the interac-
tion between different reference monitors and how an access
control mechanism may be applied at the global level and then
mapped onto mechanisms of each component database.

Yang et al. [55] proposed a solution for access control in
federated database, called subject switching, where the federation
translates federated users’ identities to those of a pre-determined
subject at the remote service provider. This translation may not
always be possible due to the heterogeneity of a federation. The
authors then proposed using proximity measures between the
requester and provider, and presented two algorithms for finding
such a proximity minimizing match between subjects.
4.1.2. Secure multi-party computation

Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) means to protect
confidential information by allowing users to perform joint
computation on multiple datasets while not revealing information
in these datasets. Atallah et al. [45] introduced SMC into the area of
preventing information leakage in supply chains. It enables supply
chain partners to collaboratively achieve desired system-wide
goals without revealing any private information, even though the
jointly computed decision requires this information. In an early
survey of the SMC problems and solutions [56], the authors
classified SMC problems into several domains, including privacy-
preserving cooperative scientific computations (e.g. linear system
of equations, linear programming), privacy-preserving database
query (matching a database to a query string, with both being
secret), privacy preserving intrusion detection through profile
matching (matching a normal behavior profile database to actual
behaviors, with both being secret), privacy-preserving data
mining, privacy-preserving geometric computation, and privacy-
preserving statistical analysis. The privacy-preserving data mining
of association rules over databases that have been vertically (i.e. by
columns) divided between two mutually distrusted parties is
discussed in [57]. The problem is reduced to that of securely
computing the scalar product of two vectors. An algebraic solution
based on hiding true values by placing them in equations masked
with random values is given for computing the scalar products. A
later work [58] addressed the privacy-preserving data mining of
association rules over databases that have been horizontally (i.e. by
rows) divided, that is, split among various parties. The proposed
methods incorporate cryptographic techniques (commutative
encryption) to discover candidate itemsets that are frequent on
at least one site which is then examined to determine whether they
may pass the global support or confidence thresholds.

Yet a later work [59] addressed the privacy-preserving
computation of linear regression analysis. The solution allows
multiple parties to compute exact coefficients of the global
regression equations and to perform goodness-of-fit diagnostics,
without disclosing the underlying data.

Clifton et al. [60] observed that one data mining problem may
result in multiple research work due to differences in terms of, for
example, the way data are partitioned and varying privacy
constraints, etc. The authors also observed that many data mining
problems may actually share similar underlying computations at
various stages such as counting. Therefore, the authors proposed a
toolkit-based approach for privacy-preserving primitive computa-
tions, which may be assembled to solve specific data mining
problems. Four sample computations are studied, namely, secure
SUM, secure set union, secure size of set intersection, and scalar
product. These are then applied to association rule mining in
horizontally and vertically partitioned data and EM clustering, in
order to demonstrate the proposed approach.

Under a slightly different architecture than that of SMC, privacy
preserving data mining at a central location with private data
collected from individual users is discussed in the classic work of
[61]. The solution asks users to apply random noises to their
private data before submitting the data to a server. The noises are
drawn from a common statistical distribution known to the server
such that the server may later approximately recover the
distribution of submitted data for data mining purposes, such as
classification discussed in this paper. There have been tremendous
efforts following this work. Rizvi et al. [62] stated the similar
problem of privacy-preserving mining, but for the purpose of
association rule mining instead of classification is discussed. The
solution, called the Mining Associations with Secrecy Konstraints
(MASK), is based on probabilistic distortion of users’ data prior to
data submission. Fong and Weber-Jahnke [63] proposed a slightly
different approach of transforming the given dataset into a number
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of so-called unreal datasets such that the original dataset can only
be re-constructed with all the unreal datasets; moreover, it is
shown that decision trees may be correctly constructed from those
unreal datasets directly, without the need for re-constructing the
original dataset. Du et al. [64] studied the SMC issue of two-party
multivariate statistical analysis, including two-party multivariate
linear regression and secure two-party multivariate classification.

4.1.3. Privacy-preserving location-based services

Location-Based Service (LBS) is a milestone in Information and
Communication Technology based service delivery. Through this
service mobile phones or laptops can use numerous services like
finding nearby restaurant, locating nearest health center or bank
etc., based on user’s current location. In this service users exchange
information with LBS provider or sometimes with other users. It is
possible to track user location, user movement, consumer habit
and many more if someone wants to make misuse of this service.
Ensuring personal information security in such an environment
depends on third party most of the time. But trusting third party for
security is always not a good choice. Solanas et al. [65] proposed a
distributed and moduler based TTP (Trusted Third Party) free
location privacy. Their solution is applicable where the exact
location of user is not required for LBS. They calculated the location
without revealing personal information of user. This solution
shows a method to mask the real location among a number of users
and also sharing a inaccurate location information in the system.
The modularity of the system also provides the user a facility to
choose particular module as per their need.

Rebollo-Monedero et al. [66] suggested TTP-free system where
the privacy depend on collaboration among multiple untrusted
users. This solution is related to a situation where the service
provider is not trusted. Users can use a service from an untrusted
service provider without sharing its personal information or exact
location. They suggested a way to use mixed query from several
user. In this way the untrusted service provider will unable to
access the privacy information of any user.

4.2. Information partitioning

The main task of information partitioning is to classify the
documents (definition of sharing/protected information boundary)
in order to minimize the risk of confidential information leakage
with authenticated partners. According to above analysis, this
section is developed in two aspects: document classification
methods and risk management.

4.2.1. Document classification

Document classification is often referred to as a kind of process
to classify a set of documents into different partitions so that each
partition has some common features [67]. Document classification
is a fundamental technique for understanding documents and to
help people browse and navigate documents more efficiently.

Document classification is often an unsupervised process,
which is involved with two principal phases. The first one is
document representation. The second phase includes learning
from training corpus, modeling for classes and classifying the new
documents [68]. The whole process of a typical document
classification can be found in [69] and [70]. The first issue to be
addressed in the document classification area is how to represent
the documents. The textual documents in their raw form cannot be
used for classification or machine learning algorithms directly;
hence, another representation is required. Documents are mostly
represented by vector space model. For example, the bag-of-words
is a kind of such representation where vector elements are words
and each vector element represents the number of times that a
given word occurs in that document [71]. Weighting schemes such
as Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [72] are
often used as well.

After the documents are represented by vectors, documents
pre-processing or Dimensionality Reduction (DR) are used to
obtain more efficient representation and to support their further
processing by algorithms [73]. The performance of document
classification can be boosted by reducing dimensionality [73].
Feature Extraction (FE) and Feature Selection (FS) are common
methods of DR techniques [73]. An FE process often includes
tokenization, stop words removal, and stemming while FS aims to
select subset of features by the measurement of the importance of
the word [73]. The TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency) approach is commonly used to weigh each word in the
text document and is more effective than simple word frequency
counting [73,74].

Machine learning techniques are used to classify documents.
Many algorithms and approaches were proposed in this area,
including bayesian classifier [75–78], decision Tree [79,80], K-
Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [81], Support Vector Machines (SVM)
[82,83], neural networks [84,85], latent semantic analysis [86,87],
Rocchio’s Algorithm [88], fuzzy correlation and genetic Algorithms
[89]. The disadvantage of the decision tree method is that it tends
to make more mistakes with numerous categories. SVM classifier
has been recognized as one of the most effective methods [90]. The
detailed review of those methods can be found in [73].

Nogueira et al. [91] introduced a classification framework
meeting the user needs by the integration of a fuzzy method and
text mining approach. In their method, they use fuzzy rules to
classify text documents to manage the imprecision and uncertain-
ty. The authors claimed that the experiment result of the methods
is promising compared to Naive Bayes and OneR classification
method [92]. Jiang et al. [93] proposed a graph-based approach to
document classification. The authors argued that the graph
representation considers more expressive document encoding
compared to standard bag of words/phrases approach and better
accuracy tends to be acquired.

4.2.2. Risk management

Risk management in design and supply chains is a growing
research area. Jutter et al. [94] gave the related definition as ‘‘the
identification and management of risk for the design and supply
chain, through a coordinated approach amongst members of
chains, to reduce supply chain vulnerability as a whole.’’ The
process of risk management may be divided into the following
three steps: risk classification and identification, risk assessment
and analysis, and risk mitigation.

Research has been done to classify risk sources. For example,
Juttner et al. [95] suggested that supply chain risk sources fall into
three categories: environmental, network-related and organiza-
tional. Mason-Jones and Towil [96] proposed a classification of five
categories: environment, supply, demand, process and control.
Lockamy and McCormack [97] classified the risk sources in design
and supply chain into three groups: operational, network and
external.

According to the risk classification above, a few researchers
aimed to provide a control mechanism to identify and select the
risk categories related to their research interests. Hallikas et al. [98]
focused the risks on supplier relationships and networks, Neiger
et al. [99] determined process-based risks in supply chain based on
Value-Focused Process Engineering (VFPE), Kleindorfer et al. [100]
concentrated on the disruption risks in supply chain. However,
Zhang et al. [101] stated that current research ignore general risk
sources that affect supply chains in a less visible manner, such as
information leakage. According to such analysis, Sun et al. [10]
identified the risks of information leakage in collaborative design
chain environment.
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For risk assessment and analysis, Zsidisin et al. [102] conducted
seven case studies to analyze supply risk assessment techniques.
Lockamy III and McCormack [97] presented a methodology for
analyzing risks in supply networks to facilitate outsourcing
decisions associated with revenue impact. Klinke et al. [103]
proposed a three-strategy method to risk evaluation. For
information leakage issue, Zhang et al. [104] modeled and
evaluated the risk caused by inferences in supply chains.

Concerning the risk mitigation issue, Juttner et al. [95] adapted
four generic risk mitigating strategies for single organizations to
supply chains, namely avoidance, control, cooperation and
flexibility. Christopher and Lee [105] suggested that improved
confidence is one key element in any strategy to mitigate supply
chain risk. Khan et al. [106] addressed the importance of the impact
of product design on supply chain risk based on an in-depth
longitudinal case study of a major UK retailer. For the purpose of
intellectual property protection, Zhang et al. [101] mitigated the
risk of confidential information leakage through optimal supplier
selection.

4.3. Contract management

There is a vast debate on the impact of contract making on the
development of collaboration relationships. On the one hand,
Markovits [107] believed that contracts give legal promises and
guarantees to collaborations by mitigating the risk of intellectual
property leakage. On the other hand, Malhotra et al. [108] denoted
that the imposed constraints of binding contract reduce the
likelihood of trust development between partners. Woolthuis et al.
[109] studied the relation between trust and contract in the
collaboration relationship development, and found that trust and
contract to be both complements and substitutes. They made a
close examination of a contract’s content, which offers alternative
insight into the presence and use of contracts in collaboration
relationships. Furthermore, Weber and Mayer [110] argued that
the contract frame determines the impact on the exchange and
relationship between partners. For example, a prevention-framed
contract that emphasizes infringement will induce negative
emotions to partners, whereas a promotion-framed contract that
highlights positive reinforcement will stimulate flexible and
creative behavior.

Research also shows that value of information sharing to
design and supply chain strongly depends on the contract type
and the mode of competition [111]. Lee and Whang [112] denoted
that, for a simplified manufacturer-retailer supply chain under
linear price contracts, information makes more incremental profit
to manufacturer rather than retailer. However, Ha and Tong [111]
believed that, under quantity-based contract menus, more
information allows the manufacturer to avoid the negative
quantity distortions and to improve the overall supply chain
performance in cournot competition. Ryall and Sampson [113a]
stated that the effects of learning, trust, reputation-building and
relational mechanisms may simultaneously exert their influences
on the design of a formal contract. Particularly, when focal
manufacturer wants to develop an on-going relationships with
their partners, a relational (or informal) governance mechanisms
become relevant.

4.4. Partner relationship management

How to manage the relationships with the legal partners is a
critical issue for focal manufacturers. On the one hand, focal
manufacturers need to build trust with partners. On the other
hand, they have to mitigate the risk from reserve engineering as
much as possible. This section will discuss these two aspects: trust
management and reverse engineering mitigation.
4.4.1. Trust management

With respect to trust management in collaboration, different
parties in collaboration should deal with trust with the same
semantics, especially when trust propagates along supply chain or
partnerships; otherwise, trust may be misunderstood and misused
[113b]. Fawcett et al. [114] stated that trust is the catalyst for
collaborative innovation, collaboration can neither be built nor
sustained without a foundation of trust. Ruohomaa et al. [115]
summarized the definition of trust as ‘‘the extent to which one
party is willing to participate in a given action with a given partner,
considering the risks and incentives involved’’.

According to Fawcett et al. [114], trust can be characterized by
two main dimensions: benevolence and capability. Particularly,
Fawcett et al. [114] argued that supply chain trust is capability
based, which consists of two matrices: performance capability and
commitment capability. Based on capability-commitment matrix,
a trust maturity framework was proposed, along with time,
experience and relationship identity, the maturity framework
divides trust collaboration process into four stages: limited trust,
transactional trust, relational trust and collaborative trust.

Huang et al. demonstrated their efforts to quantify trust. They
constructed an ontology of trust through formalizing formal
semantics and transitivity [116]. Based on this ontology, they
developed a Formal-Semantics-Based (FSB) trust calculus [117] by
integrating into other formal trust models [119].

Grudzewski et al. [120] gave the managerial definition of trust
management as the activities of creating systems and methods
that allow relying parties to make assessments and decisions
regarding the dependability of potential transactions involving
risk, and to allow players and system owners to increase and
correctly represent the reliability of themselves and their systems.

Technically, trust management is realized though digital
certificates of authentication and authorization, which are proofs
of identity or membership in a group. Trust management deals
with the propagation and delegation of trust among multiple
parties of a group using pre-defined rules. Li et al. introduced [121]
a role-based trust-management language called RT0. Credential
graphs are used as a formal representation of credentials in RT0,
and the reach ability in credential graphs is shown to exactly match
the formal semantics of RT0. Based on the credential graphs, goal-
directed algorithms are introduced to find credential chains in RT0,
which begins with an access request and searches for credentials
relevant to the request.

4.4.2. Innovation capability and reverse engineering mitigation

Innovation is recognized as a critical capability to enterprise
business success [122,123]. Miles et al. [124] defined enterprise’s
innovation capability (also called innovativeness) as ‘‘the ability of
creating new value propositions through offering of new products
and services, adopting new operating practice, technological,
organizational, or market-oriented, or creating new skills and
competencies’’.

According to Arnold et al. [125], innovation capability can be
roughly divided into two categories: radical innovation and
incremental innovation. Radical innovation refers to incorporating
substantially different technology and fulfilling novel and emerg-
ing customer needs, whereas the incremental innovation refers to
involving minor technology changes based on existing know-how
and relatively incremental customer benefits. In addition, Chris-
tensen [126] proposed a new concept of disruptive innovation in
1997. In contrast to radical and incremental innovations which
focus on customer mainstream market, disruptive innovation aims
to improve new product and service development meeting
unexpected but potential market space [127].

The integration of new knowledge in the innovation process is
an important issue to an innovation success. Therefore, Cassiman



Table 5
Future development of literatures on secure collaboration.

Problem Solutions Current state of art Future directions

Information access control Computer security and privacy technologies Authentication and authorization Cloud computing, impact of social

networking

Information partitioning Document classification and risk management Risk of intellectual property leakage Multi-criteria risk assessment and control

Legal information sharing Contract management Contract design Text mining techniques

Partner trust measurement Partner relationship management Trust management and reverse

engineering mitigation

Supplier reverse capability modeling
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et al. [128] summarized three innovation strategies, such as
internal R&D, external knowledge acquisition, and collaboration, to
combine different innovation activities and to access knowledge
sources. For the reasons of reducing R&D time and cost, enterprises
are typically engaged in the acquisition of knowledge on the
available technology market, and/or in the collaboration with their
partners or suppliers. In addition to collaborative product
development (previously mentioned in Section 2), external
know-how from available and legal sources may enhance the
productivity of internal R&D activities.

Reverse engineering (RE) is one of the main approaches of
external knowledge acquisition. Chikofsky et al. [129] defined
reverse engineering (RE) as a process of analyzing a subject system
to identify the system’s components and their interrelationships,
and to extract and create system abstractions and design
information. RE facilitates the rapid innovation and product
development by accessing external knowledge and know-how
[130], which has been widely applied in various industrial sectors
[131].

For manufacturers, however, reverse engineering may be a
threat to their intellectual property. For the purpose of avoiding
and controlling the threat of reverse engineering, several RE
mitigation techniques have been developed. The goal of those
techniques is to maximize the RE cost experienced by competitors
(attackers) with the minimal protection cost incurred to the focal
manufacturer (protector). McLoughlin et al. [132] divided those
techniques into two classes: passive and active methods. Passive
methods are statically introduced and implemented at fixed time,
such as obfuscation [133] and watermarking [134]. For example,
watermarking is widely used to prove the ownership of a give file,
database or media content [135]. Active methods protect the
intellectual property during an attack, like information hiding
[132] and deliberate confusion [136]. These techniques attempt to
mask confidential information and privacy when it has a risk of
information threat.

However, to the authors’ best knowledge, in the existing
literature, there is a lack of study on modeling supplier reverse
engineering capability by considering its innovation capability and
facilities. This is however an important research issue for focal
manufacturers to prevent the threat from reverse engineering
techniques.

5. Conclusions and future directions

In today’s global economy, secure collaboration has become a
critical issue in design and supply chain management. Since this
emerging research topic is rather broad due to its involvement
with various disciplines, the corresponding literature review is a
challenging task. This paper provides a systematic overview on
secure collaboration in global design and supply chain environ-
ment, which defines the interconnections of various research
topics and reviews the state of the art of each topic in terms of the
concerned research problem.

By viewing the development of secure collaboration as a design
problem, the Environment-Based Design (EBD) methodology is
used to analyze the research problems and to identify the
necessary solutions. The identified problems and solutions thus
provide a coherent framework that systematically integrates
various remotely related research areas. As such, the present
literature review firstly analyzes the global design and supply
chain environment by abstracting the workflow of collaborative
product development process. Secondly, based on the environment
analysis, the major problem of secure collaboration is identified as
a conflict resulted from the simultaneous sharing and protection of
product information. Finally, the identified major problem is
decomposed into four levels: infrastructure, information, agree-
ment, and confidence, for each of which the solutions are
summarized based on the analysis of existing literature. Accord-
ingly, the approaches to mitigate those risks are reviewed and
analyzed.

Table 5 gives some potential future directions related to this
multidisciplinary research field. In the infrastructure level, social
networking is a phenomenon of application that needs to be taken
into considerations. Moreover, cloud computing is attracting
attentions from computer security and privacy community. For
the solution of risk management at information level, multiple risk
factors (e.g. information leakage, reverse engineering, cost, quality
etc.) will be integrated into the secure collaboration risk control.
For the agreement level, the text mining techniques can be applied
to analyze the impact of contract making on intellectual property
protection. Moreover, for the confidence level, it has a strong
research necessity to model suppliers’ reverse engineering
capability according to their innovation capabilities and available
facilities.
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